INTRODUCTION
Anti-tumour necrosis factor alpha (anti-TNF) therapies are established treatments for moderate to severe Crohn's disease (CD). Randomised controlled trials of three anti-TNF agents, infliximab (IFX), adalimumab (ADA), and certolizumab pegol (CZP), have demonstrated efficacy over placebo and are FDA approved for the induction and maintenance of clinical response and remission in moderate to severe CD. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] However, while these anti-TNF agents are each effective against placebo, whether they share comparable efficacy remains questioned and has not been well studied. Biological differences among anti-TNF agents allow for potential variability in therapeutic properties and efficacy. IFX is a monoclonal IgG 1 antibody with a partially murine anti-TNF F ab region, ADA is an IgG 1 antibody containing a humanised F ab region, and CZP is pegylated without an F c region. Despite these molecular differences, in vitro studies have not demonstrated significant variability in neutralisation of soluble and membrane-bound TNF or modulation of lymphocyte apoptosis between these anti-TNF agents. 11, 12 Retrospective and nonrandomised studies have demonstrated IFX and ADA to have similar clinical outcomes in avoidance of corticosteroids, surgery, hospitalisation and improvement in quality of life in patients with CD. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] In summary, biologic and retrospective clinical data suggest similar therapeutic activity of these agents in CD. Head-to-head direct comparative efficacy trials among anti-TNF agents for CD have not been performed. Network meta-analysis (NMA) allows indirect comparisons of individual anti-TNF agents relative to a common comparator (placebo), yielding an estimate of comparative efficacy. We performed both traditional and network meta-analyses of IFX, ADA and CZP clinical trials to assess comparative efficacy for induction and maintenance among anti-TNF agents for CD.
METHODS

Data sources and search
The study was conducted in accordance with the PRIS-MA statement. 18 PubMed and Embase databases were the primary sources to identify relevant published, placebo-controlled, randomised clinical trials of anti-TNF agents for CD. A search of human studies in these databases from inception through 31 August 2013 was performed using controlled vocabulary descriptors (Medical Subject Headings and Emtree) and specific keywords to represent the concept of CD and therapeutic use of anti-TNF agents. The studies of interest were placebo-controlled, randomised studies; retrospective and observational studies were not included in any of the analyses. The search was augmented by manual searches of reference lists from potentially relevant papers to identify additional studies that may have been missed using the computer-assisted strategy. Additionally, all available guidelines, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses pertaining to the therapeutic use of anti-TNF agents in CD were reviewed for any additional potentially relevant studies. The search was not limited by language, though a large majority of the manuscripts were originally published in English.
Study selection
Two investigators (TL, RS) independently reviewed the titles of all identified citations to generate a list of potentially relevant articles for further review. The abstracts of these articles were reviewed to identify studies suitable for inclusion in our final analyses. For a manuscript to be eligible for our study, it had to satisfy the following eligibility criteria: (i) studies had to examine the effect of a single anti-TNF agent on induction and/or maintenance of response or remission in CD; (ii) the treatment of interest was anti-TNF agent monotherapy at standard dosing, although pre-existing concominate therapies were permitted; (iii) studies could not duplicate data already published; (iv) studies were published as full manuscripts; (v) response or remission was defined by a standardised scoring criteria (typically using the Crohn's Disease Activity Index -CDAI); (vi) studies were placebo-controlled, randomised clinical trials with treatment and control arms. We did not include nonrandomised controlled trials given the concern for study heterogeneity.
Data extraction
Two authors (TL and RS) independently extracted data from the included studies via manual review. Discrepancies between data extracted were resolved via consensus. The following data points were extracted for each study: first author; year of publication; number of centres involved (if multi-centre); drug studied, dosage and dose interval; blinding and randomisation; clinical endpoints (induction or maintenance of either clinical response or remission); presence or absence of concomitant glucocorticoid or immunosuppressive exposure; prior anti-TNF agent exposure status; length of follow-up; presence of a drug washout period; numbers of patients in the treatment and control arms; numbers of patients in each arm who achieved induction of response, induction of remission, maintenance of response, or maintenance of remission; measurement of the primary outcome.
Clinical endpoints
We extracted data to evaluate four clinical endpoints: (i) Induction of Remission -defined as attainment of a CDAI score of less than 150 within 12 weeks of initiation of treatment; (ii) Induction of Response -defined as a decrease in the CDAI score of ≥100 or ≥70 points (based on aim of study) from the baseline score within 12 weeks of initiation of treatment; (iii) Maintenance of Remission -remission (as defined above) maintained at 24-30 weeks. While some studies included 52 week data, more complete data were available for 24-30 week time frames, permitting a more homogenous endpoint comparison between studies; (iv) Maintenance of Response -response (as defined above) maintained for 24-30 weeks.
Quality assessment
Two investigators (AD, DS) critically appraised and quality-rated all eligible studies. The randomised controlled trials were assessed by criteria set forth by the Evidence-Based Gastroenterology Steering Group (EB-GSG).
19 These criteria were: (i) concealed random allocation; (ii) blinding of patients and caregivers; (iii) equal use of co-interventions for the treatment and placebo groups; (iv) complete follow-up of study patients; and (v) use of an intention-to-treat analysis. Discrepancies in quality assessment were resolved by consensus.
Data synthesis and analysis
The outcomes analysed included induction and maintenance of clinical response or remission in CD. meta-analysis was used for the direct pairwise comparisons of each anti-TNF vs. placebo and was performed using random-effects meta-analysis techniques in Stata 13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). The differences between random effects and fixed effects were also evaluated when only a single study for a particular drug was evaluated. The Cochran Q-test and I 2 inconsistency statistic were used to assess for statistical heterogeneity between trials. When heterogeneity was present, meta-influence analysis and Galbraith plot assessment were performed to identify responsible outlier studies. Pooled relative risks (RRs) and their 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) were estimated for the various anti-TNF agents.
To compare the efficacy of the anti-TNF agents, a Bayesian network meta-analysis (NMA) was performed with the GeMTC GUI statistical package. 20 This form of meta-analysis allows for the analysis of both direct and indirect comparisons and generates estimates of effect (with 95% credible intervals) for all possible pairwise comparisons despite not being evaluated directly in a head-to-head fashion in the included clinical trials. The technique of NMA, in this situation, allows for the formation of indirect comparisons between anti-TNF agents using placebo as a common comparator. In addition, the analysis allows for the ranking of different interventions in order to evaluate the comparative efficacy. For each individual analysis, simulations were repeated 50 000 times to allow convergence and an additional 50 000 simulations were performed to produce the probability statements. Convergence of iterations was evaluated using Gelman-Rubin-Brooke statistic. For this analysis, Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations were utilised to estimate posterior distributions. As direct head-to-head comparative data are lacking, we conservatively chose to use a non-informative uniform prior distribution of effect sizes and precision in this NMA.
Sensitivity analyses and sample size estimates
To assess the robustness of the results, separate traditional meta-analyses were repeated after eliminating statistical heterogeneity by removing outlier studies if any, and excluding studies that did not require response before randomisation into the maintenance study. In instances where nonstandard induction regimens were used in maintenance studies, a sensitivity analysis was performed. Based on the results of this NMA, sample sizes for between-drug comparative effectiveness studies were calculated with the sampsi command in Stata 13.1, assuming 80% power and a 2-sided alpha of 0.05.
RESULTS
Literature search
A flow diagram depicting the search and selection process is provided in Figure 1 . Initial searches of the Medline and Embase databases yielded 486 citations. Manual search of the PubMed database for pertinent systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and guidelines identified 4 summary documents, a review of which yielded 20 additional citations for a total of 506 citations. Title review of these two groups of citations yielded 376 unique potentially relevant articles. Abstract and/or brief manuscript review of these articles yielded 17 manuscripts appropriate for detailed evaluation. Ten of the remaining manuscripts were included in the final analysis. There was 100% agreement between reviewers regarding final study selection.
Characteristics of included studies
Characteristics of the included studies are listed in Table 1 . The 10 studies meeting eligibility criteria included a total of 1771 subjects for induction and 1690 subjects for maintenance. No comparative effectiveness studies were identified; all included studies compared placebo to various anti-TNF therapies in CD. Two studies compared IFX to placebo. Among these, one study evaluated remission and response as endpoints for induction (n = 52), and the other study evaluated only remission as an endpoint for maintenance (n = 223). 1, 2 Four studies compared ADA to placebo, of which two evaluated remission and response as an endpoint for induction (n = 475) and two evaluated remission and response as an endpoint for maintenance (n = 379). 4, 6, 7, 9 Four studies compared CZP to placebo, of which three evaluated remission and response as an endpoint for induction (n = 1244) and two evaluated remission and response as an endpoint for maintenance (n = 1088). 3, 5, 8, 10 Results of the selected trials are summarised in Table 2 . Clinical remission by CDAI (Crohn's disease activity index) defined as score <150 points. Clinical response by CDAI defined as a reduction of ≥100 points, except in Targan et al. 1997, where response was defined by a decrease ≥70 points. For the study design column, 'All subjects included' means that the outcome of interest was measured among all trial participants. For the study design column, 'Responders only' means that the outcome of interest was measured only among those found to have had a positive response by CDAI score (reduction in CDAI by 70 points) within 4 weeks (people who did not achieve this, nonresponders, were not analysed in the outcome of interest). Acronyms of studies are provided in parentheses if available. Maintenance of remission or response. Compared to placebo, traditional meta-analysis revealed that anti-TNF agents result in a 1.78-fold higher likelihood of maintenance of remission (95% CI: 1.51-2.09) and 1.68-fold higher likelihood of maintenance of response (95% CI: 1.46-1.93) compared to placebo. IFX resulted in a 1.86-fold higher likelihood of maintaining remission compared to placebo (95% CI: 1.21-2.86). ADA resulted in a 2.06-fold higher likelihood of maintaining remission (95% CI: 1.50-2.82) and 1.69-fold higher likelihood of maintaining response (95% CI: 1.19-2.41) compared to placebo. CZP resulted in a 1.62-fold higher likelihood of maintaining remission (95% CI: 1.30-2.02) and 1.64-fold higher likelihood of maintaining response (95% CI: 1.37-1.97) compared to placebo (Figure 2c,d) .
Network meta-analysis of agents for maintenance of remission did not show significant difference between agents (ADA vs. IFX RR: 1.42, 95% CrI: 0.17-9.27; IFX vs. CZP RR: 1.23, 95% CrI: 0.26-13.14; ADA vs. CZP RR: 1.81, 95% CrI: 0.55-8.51). ADA was ranked the most effective drug in 63% of simulations, IFX in 29% and CZP in 7%.
Finally, the network meta-analysis of agents for the maintenance of response demonstrated no statistically significant difference between agents ADA vs. CZP (RR: 1.45, 95% CrI: 0.36-6.08); compatible IFX data were not available. ADA was ranked the most effective drug in 75% of simulations and CZP ranked first in 25% of simulations.
Direct comparison sample size estimations
Using data generated by our NMA as a measure of effect size, the required sample sizes for direct comparative effectiveness trials between anti-TNF agents are large, requiring over 3000 subjects (Table 3) .
Publication bias
The funnel plot asymmetry test for publication bias using the Harbord test was negative for induction of remission (P = 0.12, n = 6), maintenance of remission (P = 0.96, n = 5), and maintenance of response (P = 0.34, n = 4). However, asymmetry testing approached significance for induction of response (P = 0.053, n = 6), likely due to the small enrolment in the Targan et al. study resulting in an inflated treatment effect. 1 
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analyses using traditional meta-analyses did not substantively change the results. Specifically, excluding studies that did not require response before randomisation into the maintenance study (n = 1, Sandborn et al. 
DISCUSSION
Comparative efficacy of anti-TNF therapies for Crohn's disease remains a commonly debated topic with great implications for treatment algorithms when considering which anti-TNF to utilise first for an individual patient. Further, the near-term entry of several new biological and small molecule therapies for CD will raise questions of how to optimally sequence the variety of new therapeutic mechanisms in CD. Traditional analysis of comparable anti-TNF clinical trials presented here reinforces the efficacy of this medication class, echoing the results of prior meta-analyses. 21, 22 To our knowledge, this study is the first to assess comparative efficacy of anti-TNF agents in CD through a network meta-analysis. Using non-informative priors for conservative results, no individual anti-TNF agent was shown to be statistically superior for remission or maintenance of CD by CDAI. Rank order analysis showed higher remission and response rates for induction using IFX, while ADA was favoured for maintenance of remission therapy, although the 95% credibility interval crossed 1. These findings suggest potential variable efficacy, yet sample sizes required to detect such differences as part of a head-to--head trial are impractically large. Several open-label studies have evaluated comparative efficacy of anti-TNF therapies in Crohn's disease. Single centre nonrandomised open-label cohort studies have shown comparable efficacy and safety between IFX and ADA at 1 year. 23 Yet, issues of small study size, the absence of randomisation, and the lack of objective assessments of disease activity preclude firm conclusions on comparative efficacy from these data. Further, one 27 and lymphoma. 28 Some data suggest IFX may have higher rates of attenuation of response and intolerance. 29 While prospective registry studies of maternal-foetal outcomes following exposure to anti-TNF continue to collect data, CZP has been shown to have lower placental transfer, which subsequently could confer a safety advantage for women planning pregnancies; a considerable consideration given the demographic of young, fertile women with CD. 30 Anti-TNF therapies have been shown to reduce the overall economic burden of Crohn's disease, offsetting their high cost over time. 31, 32 However, infusion-related costs are frequently cited as economic reasons to consider subcutaneous therapy. Retrospective studies in the United States and United Kingdom have suggested that switching from IFX to ADA could result in an annual cost savings of US$7000 without increasing disease-related expenditures in hospitalisation, surgery, or diagnostics, even when allowing for nonsystematic ADA dose escalation. 33, 34 Subcutaneous anti-TNF may have an economic advantage over infused agents, though more detailed studies of the financial impact of dose escalation are needed. Finally, patient surveys in both IBD and rheumatoid arthritis repeatedly report that after side effect profile, route of administration is the next most important factor with patients preferring subcutaneous over infusion based anti-TNF therapies. 35, 36 The limitations of current clinical trial endpoints, as well as those of NMA, must be considered when interpreting the presented results. The utility of CDAI as a measure of disease activity has been increasingly questioned. Shortcomings of CDAI include its lack of concordance with objective measures of disease activity, poor prediction of prolonged remission, and limited reproducibility. 37, 38 Further, phenotypic heterogeneity of CD, including inflammatory and fibrostenotic features, is not well characterised by CDAI. These limitations prevent accurate assessment of the inflammatory burden of disease activity, which is most amenable to the therapies being evaluated. Objective endpoints of mucosal inflammation represent a more reproducible and prognostic measure of therapeutic efficacy in IBD. Endoscopic scoring in conjunction with complementary biomarkers and incorporation of patientreported outcomes (PRO) instruments are increasing being utilised to comprehensively assess therapeutic efficacy and represent the future of disease activity assessment.
39, 40 C-reactive protein (CRP) measurements were reported in a portion of the included trials, however neither data collection nor stratification by CRP was uniform across the included studies. Regardless of methodological rigour, CDAI is neither sufficiently accurate nor reproducible as a measure of disease activity and is a significant limitation to any comparative analysis in CD. Despite refining the list of included studies in this NMA to randomised placebo-controlled trials with conventional anti-TNF dosing using a common shared endpoint, variations in study protocol may have impacted the results. Studies did not stratify by disease phenotype or fistula activity; thought one study 10 ) excluded patients with active perianal disease.
Studies were not uniform in the explicit exclusion of patients with known or suspected obstructive fibrostenotic strictures. Further, induction regimens were not uniform and varied from current standards, limiting applicability of the results. CHARM (ADA) used an 80 mg/40 mg induction regimen. 9 ACCENT-I (IFX) completed standard induction of 5 mg/kg at 0, 2 and 6 weeks, but the decision to continue into the maintenance phase was made based on clinical response at week 2 after a single 5 mg/kg infusion. 2 CLASSIC-II (ADA) required clinical remission for randomisation into the maintenance study, potentially selecting for subjects with a more robust clinical response to anti-TNF. 6 However, a sensitivity analysis excluding CLASSIC-II data did not meaningfully change the results. Prior anti-TNF exposure also varied between trials. Subjects in all selected IFX studies and CLASSIC-I/II (ADA) studies were anti-TNF na€ ıve. Of those in the PRECISE-I/II CZP studies, approximately 28% of subjects were previously exposed to an anti-TNF, while in the CHARM (ADA) maintenance study 49.6% had prior anti-TNF exposure. Finally, one ADA study required prior IFX use as inclusion criteria. 7 While there is no clear bias presented by the selected studies, standardisation or stratification of prior anti-TNF exposure status may have made the indirect comparison more accurate. Finally, there are several technical aspects that must be considered when using NMA. Without direct comparative data to inform the network, we chose to use non-informative priors for treatment effects and assumed homogeneous variance between studies. This unbiased approach is commonly used in NMA and is considered the most conservative for indirect comparison, but it is subject to increased type-II error. Thorlund and colleagues have used informative priors to estimate variance and improve precision of the analysis. 41 Our group recently published a comparative effectiveness study for anti-TNF agents in ulcerative colitis showing a trend of IFX superiority over ADA for induction (RR = 0.46, 95% CrI: 0.10-3.05). 42 Thorlund and colleagues also performed NMA yielding a comparable point estimate of IFX superiority over ADA, but using informative priors they reported statistical significance (OR = 0.42, 95% CrI: 0.17-0.97). 43 Deciding on whether to use informative priors remains controversial. A recent report by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) evaluated various studies that used mixed treatment comparisons and concluded there is enough data to support using informative priors. 44 Choosing non-informative priors for this NMA favours a lower likelihood of type I error (false positive) at the cost of increased type-II error (false negative); this represents the primary bias in our approach.
In conclusion, IFX, ADA and CZP are all effective treatments for induction and maintenance of remission and response in Crohn's disease. Network meta-analysis did not demonstrate statistically significant therapeutic differences among anti-TNF therapies. In the absence of compelling data demonstrating variable efficacy, factors including safety, cost and patient preference should guide anti-TNF choice and sequencing. The large sample sizes required to demonstrate differences among anti-TNFs make these trial comparisons impractical and unlikely to ever occur, lending value to our NMA, though NMA may be insensitive to small differences in clinical efficacy in the absence of direct comparative trial data to inform the network. Future therapeutic trials in CD using objective quantitative measures of disease activity such as endoscopic and radiographic scoring, may allow indirect simulation-based comparisons like NMA to better approximate true comparative efficacy. 
